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Abstract: Attracting and retaining loyal customers is a key driver of insurance profit. An important factor is the
customers’ opinion of an insurer’s service quality. If a customer has a bad experience with an insurer, they will be
less likely to buy from them again. Word-of-mouth networks allow information to spread between customers.
In this paper we build an agent-based model with two types of agents: customers and insurers. Insurers are
price-takers who choose how much to spend on their service quality, and customers evaluate insurers based on
premium, brand preference, and their perceived service quality. Customers are also connected in a small-world
network and may share their opinions with their network. We find that the existence of the network acts as a
persistent memory, causing a systemic bias whereby an insurer’s early reputation achieved by random chance
tends to persist and leads to unequal market shares. This occurs even when the transmission of information
is very low. This suggests that newer insurers might benefit more from a higher service quality as they build
their reputation. Insurers with a higher service quality earn more profit, even when the customer preference for
better service quality is small. The UK regulator is intending to ban the practice of charging new customers less
than renewing customers. When the model is run with this scenario, the retention rates increase substantially
and there is less movement away from insurers with a good initial reputation. This increases the skewness in
market concentrations, but there is a greater incentive for good service quality.
Keywords: Insurance, Word-of-mouth, Agent-based-model, Networks, Customer service, Renewal premium

Introduction
1.1

Insurance is a service whereby providers offer compensation payouts if the customer suffers a loss due to a
specified type of event. In many countries, some types of insurance are mandatory: for example, all motorists
in the UK must have motor insurance against legal responsibility for damage to another motorist’s person or
property. Insurance is a substantial part of the financial services industry and an important part of social fabric.

1.2 It is common for general (i.e., non-life) insurance contracts to cover a fixed term, usually one year. At the end
of the term, customers receive a renewal offer from their current insurance providers. Since searching for new
quotes costs both time and effort, many customers choose to accept their renewal price without searching. UK
motor insurance customers consider the cost of searching for a new insurer to be worth 15% of the average cost
of their policy (FCA 2020). It costs insurers less to retain an existing customer than to attract and process a new
one, and insurance is a highly competitive industry. Attracting and then retaining loyal customers is therefore
often a better strategy than competing on price alone. It is common practice for insurers to offer a discount for
new customers, often pricing below the odds, then rely on loyalty and gradually increase the price. In essence,
loyal customers are used to cross-subsidize new customers (FCA 2020).
1.3 The probability of renewal is commonly modelled as a logit relationship, and existing literature has employed
various techniques to identify which customers are likely to be loyal. Smith et al. (2000) compares the performance of logistic regression, decision trees, and a neural net in classifying and predicting the loyalty of motor
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insurance customers. Günther et al. (2014) builds on the logit regression model, using generalised additive
models to allow for non-linear relationships. Zhang et al. (2017) combines a neural net with a generalised linear
model to take advantages of the strengths of both approaches.
1.4 Customer service is considered an important factor in customer retention in many industries, and this link has
been confirmed in a number of empirical case studies in insurance (Ansari & Riasi 2016; Ghodrati & Taghizad
2014; Tsoukatos & Rand 2006). These papers indicate that though price remains the main factor in customer
choice, customer service is a significant part of customer decision making. Customers are also highly influenced by word-of-mouth recommendations from friends (Ghodrati & Taghizad 2014; Tsoukatos & Rand 2006).
Berger (1988) investigates this using a model where insurance customers remain with a firm unless they have
a bad experience, which happens infrequently as claims are also infrequent. When they decide to switch, they
choose a new insurer when a friend makes a recommendation. Interestingly, as the rate of recommendation
transmissions is increased, the number of dissatisfied customers decreases but the average quality decreases.
This is because a higher number of dissatisfied customers switch providers, including to lower quality firms.
Because customers usually do not have a customer experience, the low quality is not often discovered, and so
many of these customers felt satisfied. However, this paper does not include an allowance for pricing considerations or other customer preferences, and does not model the network explicitly.
1.5 Berger et al. (1989) bases customer decisions on price as well as service. In this model, customers have imperfect information and only gradually discover the available prices through word-of-mouth. Customers favour
renewals unless they believe there is a sufficiently big price differential, and disatisfied customers requires a
lower price gain to be willing to switch. By fitting this model to real-world data, the authors estimate that customers have a high speed of information transmission, but a high reluctance to switch. This paper does not
explicitly model the network, choosing instead to use a formula for the rate of information spread. Since this
paper was written, it has become easier for customers to get hold of information, and for social networks to
allow the transmission of word-of-mouth information.
1.6 Conventional analytical approaches may be insufficient to capture network effects, as some features are emergent properties of non-linear interactions. Agent-based models (ABMs) have been used within sociology to
model the spread of market innovations and social opinions (Bianchi & Squazzoni 2015; Squazzoni 2012). KowalskaStyczeń & Sznajd-Weron (2016) use an ABM to examine the effect of different word-of-mouth patterns on the resulting market shares. Goldenberg et al. (2001) used a celluar approach to simulate ’strong’ ties within a group
and ’weak’ ties between cells, finding that though strong ties have higher influence within groups, weak ties are
as important as strong as they are responsible for new word-of-mouth information into the groups.
1.7 The general insurance market features interacting heterogeneous agents making decisions over time to maximise some reward function based on past experience. This would seem to be a promising fit for an agent-based
modelling approach (Palin et al. 2008; Mills 2010; Parodi 2012). There are currently very few examples of ABM literature in the field of insurance, though the possibilities of ABMs have attracted the interest of several actuarial
practitioners.
1.8 Crabb & Shapiro (1996) builds a simulation game with the aim of educating students by allowing them to set the
strategy of a motor insurance company and compete against other agents. Insurance World 2 (Gionta 2000) is
a simulation built by the AI analysis company Complexica for a consortium of insurance and reinsurance companies to examine the consequences of different strategies in a catastrophe reinsurance market. Alkemper &
Mango (2005) build an ABM of a property-casualty reinsurance market where capital requirements act as a capacity constraint on supply and the price is then calculated from a demand-supply curve. This simple setup
produces price cycles from the competitive interactions. However, it is not possible to obtain a detailed description of these models and their parameterisation.
1.9 Dubbelboer et al. (2017) implements an ABM focussed on flood risk management with an insurance component.
This model is used to explore scenarios of public and private flood risk cover within a London borough and the
subsequent effect on homeowners. This paper focuses mainly on the housing market, including homeowner
and developer agents, and a government flood reinsurance. There is no insurance market or competitive aspect
to the insurance, which is provided by a single insurer agent which prices its business purely on the level of risk.
1.10 Owadally et al. (2018) uses an ABM of an insurance market to investigate possible mechanisms for the cyclical
behaviour exhibited by real-world insurance premiums. This model contains two types of agents: insurers and
customers. Insurers adjust their initial risk-based premium according to an estimation of the current elasticity
of demand. Customers select their preferred insurers based on a combination of the cost and their own preference for particular brand or product features. This ABM was found to produce cycles similar to those seen in
the real-world as an endogenous feature of the competitive mechanism. Owadally et al. (2019) further extends
this model with a framework aimed at assisting regulators in monitoring and responding to cycles by running
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1.11

1.12

1.13

1.14

1.15

simulations of various regulation and brand strategy scenarios parameterised with the current market position
and introducing extensive time-series analysis of the outputs. These models are mainly concerned with the
premium behaviour of insurers, and do not explore the impact of insurer quality or the network effects of social
influence on customer decisions. However, these papers are notable in the field of insurance ABMs for introducing a simple yet credible model of both consumer and insurer behaviour within a competitive system, and
producing outputs which are validated against historical real-world market level premium and loss data.
Heinrich et al. (2021) use ABMs to investigate systemic risk within catastrophe insurance and reinsurance markets. The overwhelming majority of insurers within these markets purchase data about the estimated risk of
these events from the same same three providers. This paper simulates a catastrophe insurance and reinsurance market and examines the effects of different scenarios of varying diversity of information where the available catastrophe models each underestimate a particular type of loss. They find that lower model diversity increases the rate of bankruptcies and decreases the overall levels of market capital, implying a possible source
of systemic risk within the real-world catastrophe insurance markets.
The examples mentioned so far are focussed on the insurers or regulation rather than on customer renewal
and insurer selection. Boucek & Conway (2003) suggests a model where customers will renew with an insurer
if their new premium has decreased or increased by only a small amount, and become more likely to seek further quotes the more their premium has increased. Customers are heterogeneous and possess various factors
which insurers might use to assess their risk; e.g. age, gender, level of education. This model does not include
other factors such as satisfaction with service, though the author does note its potential importance. The paper
also mentioned the need for industry data and does not parameterise the model, though it does demonstrate
some example scenarios. Ulbinaite & Le Moullec (2010) proposed a similar ABM for life insurance customer behaviour, though again this model is described in theory but neither parameterised nor implemented. In this
paper, purchase decision is two stage: firstly, the customer decides whether to purchase insurance at all, based
on a linear combination of various factors which influence their perception of the value of the insurance versus
its affordability. In the second stage, customers decide which insurer to purchase from based on their opinion
of the quality of the insurer. Though this paper includes interaction with social networks as a factor in customer decision, it does not specify how this interaction would be calculated or how such a network would be
modelled.
In this paper, we will use an ABM to simulate a word-of-mouth network within an insurance network where
customer choices are influenced by their opinion of customer service quality, and parameterise the model with
data from the UK motor insurance market. We will use this model to examine some of the systemic effects of
the network on patterns of customer behaviour, and investigate possible implications of a proposed change in
UK insurance regulation. By modelling the network explicitly, we can explore the impact of realistic network
dynamics and in particular the repeated feedback of word-of-mouth information back into the network. This
allows us to explore systemic effects not captured in early models such as those of Berger (1988) or Berger et al.
(1989).
We find that the existence of the network acts as a persistent memory, causing a systemic bias whereby an
insurer’s early reputation achieved by random chance tends to persist and leads to market concentration with
a few insurers holding large market shares. We demonstrate that it only takes a very low rate of word-of-mouth
transmission for this effect to significantly impact market-wide customer decision-making. In a market where
insurers are of varying quality, we discover that higher quality insurers make a higher profit despite offering
higher prices. This occurs when customers have only a weak preference for better service quality. Finally, we
explore the impact of a new regulation change and discover that this may lead to lower competition and an
increasingly skewed market concentration, but potentially also incentivise higher service quality.
Based on these findings, we can conclude that the potential impact of the word-of-mouth network on customer
decision-making and the resulting systemic biases is a significant one. These findings should be considered by
both insurers considering strategies for attracting and retaining customers, and regulators who are assessing
possible impacts of a change in the regulation of insurance pricing practices.

Model
Overview
2.1 The aim of this model is to explore patterns of insurance customer choices arising from the existence of a wordof-mouth mechanism. As such, the design focuses on features observed by the customers. The model therefore does not attempt to replicate the internal workings or processes affecting the strategic decision-making
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processes of the insurance companies such as reinsurance or credit risk. We also assume that there is no claims
fraud and that policies have similar cover such that all insurers will sample from the same claims distribution.
2.2 The ABM contains two types of agents: insurers and customers. These act within the environment of a motor
insurance market. At each simulation, the model undergoes the following steps:
• Network generation: At the start of the simulation, the model generates a small world network of social
links between the customers, and randomly assigns each customer to an initial insurer (2.30).
Then in each timestep:
• Insurer spending: Insurers choose how much to spend per customer on their level of customer service
up to some maximum level (2.16). The more they spend, the greater the chance that any given customer
interaction will be a positive and not a negative experience for the customer (2.21).
• Insurer premium: As this model does not focus on insurer premium strategy, the market premium is set
exogenously and follows a simple cyclical pattern similar to those found in existing research (Fenn & Vencappa 2005) fitted to empirical data, with a stochastic error term (2.9). Insurers will also add a margin to
cover their spending cost and profit markup (2.17). Prices for new customers are discounted relative to
prices for renewing customers (2.19).
• Customer purchases: Customers decide whether to renew based on a logit probability function (Günther
et al. 2014) based on the change in cost over the previous year (2.36). This is parameterised to give an
average chance of renewal that matches empirical data. If they do not renew, they will purchase from the
insurer that offers them the lowest total cost (2.37).
• Claims: Loss events - e.g. theft or traffic accidents - are modelled probabilistically using a Poisson frequency and Gamma severity (2.39). If a customer experiences a loss, they make an insurance claim. Their
interaction with their insurer’s customer service which may generate a good or bad experience with probability based on the amount spent on customer service. (2.21)
• Customer word-of-mouth information sharing: Customer service experiences tend to perpetuate across
networks as customers tell their friends of their experiences or experiences they’ve heard about (2.42).
The influence of these opinions is calculated using a method similar to many opinion dynamic models
(Deffuant et al. 2002) (2.46 - 2.52).
• Customer cost calculations: The customers re-assess insurers based on a cost function. Similar to Owadally
et al. (2018), this is not just based on pure price. There is an allowance for preferences, and a cost factor
based on a customer satisfaction assessment of each insurer (2.33).
2.3

Figure 1 is a swimlane diagram representing the flow of processes in the model and which agent or environment is responsible for each step. The calculations carried out at each step are described in more detail below,
followed by an explanation of the data and model parameterisation.

2.4

Figure 2 shows the pseudocode for the initialisation at the start of the simulation, and Figure 3 demonstrates
the pseudocode for a timestep. The parameter notation has been kept consistent with the model descriptions
below. The pseudocode for the functions referenced are shown alongside the relevant sections. Additionally,
the code has been made available on CoMSES (England et al. 2021).
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Figure 1: Swimlane overview of the of the processes in the ABM

Figure 2: Pseudocode for initialisation at the start of each simulation. See Figure 3 for the pseudocode describing the actions carried out in each timestep t.
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Figure 3: Pseudocode for running a single timestep. This function is carried out for each timestep after the
model has been initialised (see Figure 2 for the initialisation pseudocode). Figures 5, 4, 6, and 7 show pseudocode for the Customer object functions SELECT IN SU RER, GET CLAIM S, U P DAT EW OM , and
U P DAT EOP IN ION S respectively.

Market
Description
2.5

In this model, agents interact within the environment of an insurance market. The market contains two types of
agents: insurers and customers. Each timestep, all customers will create an insurance contract with one insurer.

2.6

The model is based on the UK motor insurance market. In the UK, it is mandatory for all motorists to purchase
motor insurance, so demand is stable. It is therefore reasonable to assume that all customers will purchase an
insurance contract each timestep. There are no exits or entrants in the model.

2.7 The expiration of the insurance contracts at the start of each timestep triggers the customer agents to seek
premium quotes and select an insurer with which to form a new contract. The premium quotes are described
further in paragraphs 2.17 and 2.19, and the customers’ insurer selection process in paragraphs 2.33 to 2.37.
2.8 As this model does not focus on premium behaviour, the model does not attempt to replicate the individual
insurer strategy that would produce the patterns seen in competitive premium rates. Instead, the market premium is assumed to follow an exogenous stochastic process. The insurers are assumed to be price takers, and
they use the market premium as a basis for selecting their own premium to offer to existing and new customers.
Inputs and Initialisation
• nC : The number of customer agents seeking to purchase insurance.
• nI : The number of insurer agents operating in the marketplace.
• P −1 : The market premium (price per customer) in the year prior to the first time step.
• P −2 : The market premium in the year two years prior to the first time step.
• θ0 : The constant term in the market premium calculation.
• θ1 : The dependency of the current market premium on the previous year’s market premium.
• θ2 : The dependency of the current market premium on the market premium two years previously.
• σM : The stochastic variance of the market premium around its expected value.
At initialisation, each customer is randomly assigned to an existing insurer. This is the insurer they will select if
they choose to renew their contract in the first time step.
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Calculations
2.9

Setting the market premium rate. It is common to model insurance market premium as an AR(2) process (Owadally
et al. 2018, 2019; Boyer & Owadally 2015; Fenn & Vencappa 2005; Harrington & Niehaus 2000; Cummins & Outreville 1987). Using this formulation, the market insurance price per customer P t for timestep t is calculated
exogenously according to Equation 1 below.
P t = θ0 + θ1 P t−1 + θ2 P t−2 + t

(1)

where t ∼ N (0, σM )
Outputs
• P t : The (exogeneous) market premium in timestep t, calculated according to Equation 1.
• Πt : The market profit in timestep t. This is the sum of the profits made by the insurer agents in time t.

• Rt : The market renewal rate in timestep t. This is calculated as the proportion of customers in time t who
choose to renew their insurance contract with their existing insurer.

Insurers
Description
2.10

2.11

2.12

The insurer agents provide motor insurance cover for loss events experienced by their customers, such as theft
or damage caused by a car accident. As their aim is to make a profit, insurers will usually charge customers
more than the expected value of their losses. Because they have pooled the risks from many customers, the
relative volatility of an insurer’s total loss is less than that of an individual customer.
Insurers are modelled as price takers, setting their premium according to the prevailing market premium. They
also charge a margin for their expenses, and an additional margin for profit. To entice new customers, insurers
remove the extra profit margin for new quotes, effectively using the renewals of existing customers to subsidise
new customers.
When a customer makes a claim, they interact with the insurer’s customer service department. This interaction
can be either a good or bad experience for the customer, and this outcome will directly alter the customer’s
opinion of the insurer. The more money the insurer has chosen to spend on their customer service quality, the
higher the probability that this interaction will be a positive experience for the customer.
Inputs and Initialisations

2.13

The insurer agents are indexed by i.
• E: The maximum effective insurer spend per customer on customer service quality.
• Ei : The amount spent by insurer i per customer on customer service quality at the start of each timestep.
• R: The profit markup factor applied to existing customers renewing their insurance contracts.
• T : The maximum time over which the renewing markup factor applied to existing customers is increased.

2.14 Similarly to Owadally et al. (2018), the insurers are also spaced out evenly across a 1-dimensional abstract preference space in a random order. This represents differences in branding or product design features. As in the
Owadally et al. (2018) model, this space is circular so that the value bounds have zero distance between them.
The location on this space is valued between [0, 2). This has been scaled so that the distance between any two
points must lie within [0, 1]. The location assigned to an insurer i is denoted LI,i .
2.15 Insurer i spends an amount Ei on customer service quality per customer at the start of each timestep t. The
higher this spend, the better the quality of customer service. It is assumed that there is an upper bound past
which extra spending will have little effect on the outcome of customer service interactions; this is the maximum
spend E.
2.16 In the real world, insurers might choose to vary this spend, though we might expect that a particular brand
would not generally wish to vary this by a large amount every year. In this ABM, the focus is on customer behaviour rather than insurer strategy, so each insurer i is assigned a single value which they spend every year.
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Calculations
2.17 Setting the price of insurance for new customers.Insurers are modelled as price takers, so they base their premium on the market premium. They also add an expense margin to cover the cost of their customer service
expenditure. Thus, the base premium charged to a new customer by insurer i in time step t is set according
to Equation 2. Consequently insurers trade-off between attracting customers with a lower premium or with a
higher service quality.
(2)
Pit = P t + Ei
2.18

Offering renewal price to existing customers. It is common practice for insurers to entice new customers with a
lower initial premium before then increasing the premium gradually on renewal to make a profit (FCA 2020).
The FCA report into insurer pricing practices (FCA 2020) shows that most of the increase in prices for renewing
customer take place over the first few years.

2.19 To mimic this increasing markup, Pijt , the premium offered by insurer i to an existing customer j at time step
t, is calculated according to Equation 3 where Tijt is the number of consecutive years that customer j has been
a customer of insurer i at the start of time t. R is the renewal markup applied to the base premium cost.
(3)

Pijt = Pit (1 + R)M in(Tijt ,T )
2.20

Note that Equation 3 simplifies to Equation 2 for new customers since Tijt = 0 for new customers. We can therefore use the signifier Pijt to indicate the premium offered by insurer i for both new and renewing customers.

2.21

Dealing with customer claims. When a customer experiences a loss, they interact with their insurer’s customer
services. The probability pi of having a good experience will depend on how much the insurer chooses to spend
on their customer service, up to the maximum amount. This probability is given by Equation 4.
pi =

2.22

M in (Ei , E)
E

(4)

Figure 4 shows the pseudocode for the claims process. Each customer generates a loss frequency and severity
from a Poisson-Gamma aggregate distribution. For each claim event, the customer records either a positive or
negative outcome from their selected insurer.

Figure 4: Pseudocode for claim generation and service experience
Outputs
• Πit : The profit made by insurer i in timestep t. This is equal to the total premium in minus the claims paid
out and minus the total expenditure on customer service quality per customer.
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• Rit : The market renewal rate in time step t. This is calculated as the proportion of existing customers of
insurer i who chose to renew their insurance contract in timestep t.
• mn,it : Number of insurance contracts that insurer i sold to new customers in timestep t.
• ms,it : Total number of insurance contract sales made by insurer i in timestep t.
• m−,it : Number of negative customer service experiences experienced by customers of insurer i in timestep
t.
• m+,it : Number of positive customer service encounters experienced by customers of insurer i in timestep
t.
• zit : Average output of customer service encounters experienced by customers of insurers i in timestep t.
m
−m−,it
Calculated as zit = m+,it
(or set as 0 if there were no customer service interactions).
+,it +m−,it

Customers

Description
2.23

Customer agents seek to purchase a motor insurance contract from an insurer agent. Each year, they decide
whether to renew their existing contract with the same insurer. The greater the increase in the perceived cost of
the contract, the lower the probability that they will decide to renew. If they choose not to renew their contract,
they seek quotes from all available insurers, and select the provider with the lowest perceived cost.

2.24

A customer’s assessment of perceived cost is not just based on premium, but also includes an adjustment for
branding and product preferences, and an adjustment for their opinion of an insurer’s customer service quality.

2.25

During the ensuing year, a customer might experience event, such as a traffic accident or theft. If this occurs,
the customer makes a claim from their insurer by interacting with their customer service. This experience could
be a positive or a negative interaction for the customer. Additionally, customers may ask each contact on their
social network for their opinion on each insurer. This gossip is interpreted as extra information about customer
service quality.

2.26

The customers update their opinion on each insurer in light of new information, either from their friends or
based on their own experiences, though they give more weight to their own experiences. This will be used as
their basis for selecting an insurer in the following year. In turn, they will also use it to spread word-of-mouth information to their friends during the course of the following year. Thus, opinions will spread through friendship
groups.
Inputs and Initialisations

2.27 The customer agents are indexed by j.
• nK : Average number of links each customer has on their social network.
• β: Probability of re-wiring used to construct the social network.
• a: Sensitivity of renewal probability to change in cost.
• b: Baseline renewal probability parameter.
• kQ : Sensitivity of customers’ cost assessment to insurer customer service quality
• kD : Sensitivity of customers’ cost assessment to insurer branding.
• ϕ: Rate at which old information about insurers is forgotten as customers place more emphasis on recent
information.
• kW : Influence of social network on customers’ opinion of insurer service quality.
• µf : A customer’s average number of claims per year.
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• µs : Average size of an individual customer claim.
• σs : Standard deviation of the size of an individual customer claim.
• pW : Probability of a customer obtaining word-of-mouth information from a friend who has information
about an insurer.
2.28 To represent a social network, the Watts-Strogatz algorithm is used to generate a ’small world’ network between
the customers (Watts & Strogatz 1998) at initialisation. This algorithm generates clustered groups with enough
links between the clusters to create a small path size, and is commonly used to model real-world social networks. We note that although this algorithm produces the small path size and high level of clustering seen in
real-world networks, it does not produce a very varied degree distribution. In real-world social networks, it is
common for a small number of agents to be very well connected and have a large amount of influence over the
network (Garcia et al. 2017).
2.29

The network could instead be modelled using a preferential attachment model such as the Barabási-Albert
algorithm (Barabási & Albert 1999), which generates a scale-free network with a few extremely well-connected
hubs. However, this algorithm does not generate the high levels of clustering seen in real-world social networks.
Further work could be done to examine the impact of using different types of networks.

2.30 The algorithm is implemented using the following steps:
• Each customer j is linked to their nK nearest neighbours, nK /2 on each side, wrapping around to the start
of the list at the end. This results in a regular ring-shaped network, with a total of nK links per customer.
• For every customer j, each nK /2 right-hand links (j, k) are rewired with a probability β. The new link
(j, k ∗ ) must not replicate an existing link. Additionally, a customer cannot be linked to itself.
2.31 As with the insurer agents, customers are randomly spaced along the preference space. The location assigned to
a customer j is denoted LC,j . By the definition of the preference space (see Section 2.13), the shortest distance
Dij between customer j and insurer i is calculated according to Equation 5 below:
Dij = M in (|LI,i − LC,j | , 2 − |LI,i − LC,j |)
2.32

(5)

The variable Qij0 represents customer j’s estimate of insurer i’s quality of service at time t = 0. At initialisation,
these values are all set to 0, representing a neutral opinion.
Calculations

2.33

Assessing the cost of insurance. Similarly to the method used by Owadally et al. (2018) and Owadally et al. (2019),
customers assess the cost of an insurance policy using not just the premium Pijt , but additional factors which
matter to them. This total cost can be regarded as a disutility function.

2.34 Owadally et al. (2018) and Owadally et al. (2019) included the distance in a preference location space, calculated
in a similar fashion to the distance Dij . This model also includes an allowance for service quality. Specifically, a
customer j evaluates the cost of an insurance policy offered by insurer i at time t as a linear combination of: (a)
the quoted premium Pijt (b) the customer’s current (subjective) estimate of insurer i’s quality of service Qijt
(described further in Equation 14 below) and (c) the preference cost Dij the customer has for the insurer based
on their relative positions in the preference landscape. This is captured in Equation 6 below:
Cijt = Pijt − kQ Qijt + kD Dij

(6)

2.35

Deciding whether to renew. Searching and comparing insurer premium quotes carries with it a cost in time
and energy. Customers therefore commonly prefer to renew unless they believe they can obtain a significant
decrease in cost by searching elsewhere (FCA 2020).

2.36

The decision whether or not renew an existing insurance contract is modelled as a probability. The value of this
probability depends on the perceived change in the value of the contract. This probability is modelled using a
logit function, which is a common choice (Günther et al. 2014). The probability of renewal rjt for customer j at
C −Cijt−1
is the rate of increase in customer j’s estimated cost
time t according to Equation 7 where δCijt = ijtCijt−1
of their renewed insurance contract with insurer i at time t (see Equation 6).


rjt = 1 1 + eaδCijt +b
(7)
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2.37 Selecting a new insurer. If a customer decides not to renew their existing contract, they will seek premium quotes
from all insurers in the market and calculate the total cost Cijt for all insurers. This cost is calculated as in
Equation 6 and includes allowances for brand preference and estimated quality of service. The customer will
then aim to minimise their disutility by purchasing from the insurer with the lowest total cost. If the lowest cost
corresponds with their existing insurer and renewal price, then they will decide to renew after all. If there are
multiple possible insurers offering the lowest cost, they select one of these insurers at random.
2.38 Figure 5 shows the pseudocode used to carry out the insurer selection. First, the customer agent calculates
the total renewal cost and probability of renewal, and then decides whether to renew and return their existing
insurer. Otherwise, they calculate the total cost for each insurer in turn, and select the lowest available option.

Figure 5: Pseudocode for a Customer agent selecting which insurer to purchase from
2.39 Making a claim. If a customer suffers a loss event which is covered by the insurance contract, they will make
a claim from their insurer. The frequency of these claims are modelled using a Poisson distribution, and the
size is modelled using a Gamma distribution. These are common distributions used to model insurance claims
(Jørgensen & Paes De Souza 1994).
2.40 When a customer makes a claim, they interact with their insurer’s customer service department. Consider a
pair (i, j) consisting of customer j and insurer i. Define:
skt = the outcome of the k th service experienced by customer
j interacting directly with insurer i in the year (t − 1, t)

(8)
(9)

In the description of the derivation of Qijt described below, we suppress dependence on i, j to simplify the
notation.
2.41 The value of each interaction skt is +1 if the customer had a positive experience, and −1 if the interaction was
negative. Note that a customer can only collect more experiences with a particular insurer in time t if it has an
insurance contract with them.
2.42 Word of mouth from the social network. Consider a pair of customers, j and j 0 , who are linked by the social
network generated at the start of the simulation. During a year, there is a probability pW that customer j will
share Qijt , their current opinion of insurer i, with their friend j 0 . Similarly, j 0 will share their own opinion Qij 0 t
with the same probability. The word-of-mouth opinions act as another source of information for customer j.
2.43 As with the service experiences, we can simplify the notation for a pair (i, j) consisting of an insurer i and customer j. Define:
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2.44

Note that if a customer has no opinion about an insurer because they have received no word-of-mouth information and also have had no direct experiences themselves (as will be the case at the start of the first time step),
they will not pass on any information.

2.45 Figure 6 shows the pseudocode run by each customer agent in order to obtain and record word-of-mouth information during a timestep.

Figure 6: Pseudocode for a Customer agent obtaining word-of-mouth information
2.46

Opinion of insurer quality. As before, consider a pair (i, j) consisting of an insurer i and customer j. In any
given year (t − 1, t), j receives information about i from a finite number of direct and indirect interactions. It is
convenient to collect them in two vectors of finite length:
st = {s1t , s2t , s3t , ...}

0

(12)
0

(13)

wt = {w1t , w2t , w3t , ...}

where prime indicates a transpose, so that the above are column vectors.
2.47 We define two vector functions, d : Rk 7→ R and a : Rk 7→ R for some k ∈ N. The former describes the length
of a vector, and the latter the sum of all the elements of a vector. Consequently, d(st ) is the number of direct
claims interactions that customer j has in relation to insurer i in year (t − 1, t) and a(st ) is the sum total of the
outcome of these interactions. If customer j has no direct experiences with insurer i in year (t − 1, t), then st
is empty, and we assume that d(st ) = a(st ) = 0. Likewise for wt if the customer receives no word-of-mouth
information about this insurer during the year.
2.48 It is a common assumption that agents in a dynamic market will weight newer information more highly than old
information (Sutton & Barto 2018). This is consistent with the fading of human memory and a sensible approach
when parameters and conditions may change over time. Though the insurer agents in this model maintain a
constant customer service quality, insurers in the real market may enact dynamic strategies. It is therefore
reasonable to weight each piece of information according to a memory factor ϕt−τ where t is the current time
and τ is the time at which the information was received and 0 < ϕ < 1. The closer ϕ is to 0, the less weight the
agents will place on older information.
2.49 It is also usual for humans to weight their own experience more highly than the opinions of others. For example,
agents in opinion dynamic models take their own opinions as a starting point and move in the direction of other
opinions during interactions with other agents with a weight proportional to the agents’ affinities for each other
(Deffuant et al. 2002). Similarly, we will place a higher weight on an insurer’s own experiences st than on the
indirect information wt .
2.50 By weighting each piece of information as described at the end of each time period, customer j updates their
opinion Qijt of insurer i’s quality of service according to the Equation 14 below:
Qijt =
2.51

(1 −

Pt

ϕt−τ a(sτ )
Pτt =1 t−τ
kW ) τ =1 ϕ d(sτ )

(1 − kW )

+ kW
+ kW

Pt

Pτt =1
τ =1

ϕt−τ a(wτ )
ϕt−τ d(wτ )

(14)

At t = 0, Qij0 = 0; i.e. all customers begin with a neutral opinion of all insurers until one of them makes a claim
and has either a good or bad experience. As each customer will pass on their Qijt values by word-of-mouth,
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information is passed around clusters of friends and will be assimilated into their own estimates at the end of
the timestep. Note that as Qijt is ultimately a weighted average of claim interaction experience outcomes, it is
bounded (−1, +1).
2.52

Figure 7 shows the pseudocode of a customer agent updating their opinion. Note that instead of re-calculating
the complete sum of all information each time, Qijt can be calculated as an update to the existing value Qijt−1
by keeping track of the totals used in both the numerator and denominator. The pseudocode demonstrates this
update and subsequent calculation for each insurer i.

Figure 7: Pseudocode for a Customer agent updating their opinions Qijt based on information gained during a
timestep t
Outputs
• Sijt : Customer j’s opinion of insurer i at the start of time t based only on their own experiences. This is
defined by:
Pt
ϕt−τ a(sτ )
Sijt = Pτt =1
(15)
t−τ d(s )
τ
τ =1 ϕ
• Wijt : Customer j’s opinion of insurer i at the start of time t based only on the word-of-mouth information
received from their social network. This is defined by:
Pt
ϕt−τ a(wτ )
Wijt = Pτt =1
(16)
t−τ d(w )
τ
τ =1 ϕ
• Qijt : Customer j’s overall opinion of insurer i at the start of time t based on a mixture of their own experiences and word-of-mouth information.
• Qjt : Customer satisfaction. This is customer j’s opinion of their current insurer at time t.
• δjt : An indicator variable which is equal to 1 if customer j decided to renew at time t, and 0 otherwise.
As the model will contain a large number of customer agents, these values are outputted and analysed as a
mean and points along a distribution.
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Data, Parameterisation and Validation
Data
3.1 This model is based where possible on data from the UK motor insurance market. However, in some places this
data was not available, and US motor data has been used as a proxy. These data sources are listed here.
• The FCA report into insurer pricing practices (FCA 2020) is used as a data source regarding renewal behaviour. This report includes information about how insurance prices for existing customers seeking a
renewal compare with the prices quoted for new customers, and the likelihood that customers choose to
renew their existing contracts. It also mentions a proposed regulatory change, which is used here as an
alternative scenario.
• The market level data of premium and losses is taken from a summary of EIOPA Solvency I submissions
(EIOPA 2016). This data is for the years 2006-2015.
• To adjust these values to a comparable level, CPI data is used to inflate the historical values. Note that as
the data is in Euros, the European CPI data is used (King 2021).
• Summary statistics from a dataset of facebook social circles collected by Stanford (Leskovec & Krevl 2014)
are used to parameterise the word-of-mouth-network.
• A set of statistical data of US insurance companies’ historical advertising spending has been taken from
Statista (Statista 2020a), a market and consumer data company.
• Statista was also used to obtain data on the market share of the top ten insurers in the UK motor insurance
market (Statista 2020b).
• Data from the Insurance Information Institute about how often customers tend to make insurance claims
per year (Insurance Information Institute 2019).
• This was supplemented by the Allstate claims information available on Kaggle (2016), which provided
information about the shape of the severity distribution of motor claims (note: this is US data but was
used as a proxy for the variation of claims).
• Information about the number of motorists in the UK was taken from the Society of Motor Manufacturers
& Traders (The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders Limited 2020).

Parameterisation
Market parameters
3.2

Simulating 35 million customers as individual agents would require a prohibitive amount of computing power.
However, the network will have a similar clustering co-efficient if it is sufficiently large to satisfy nc >> nK
(Barrat & Weigt 2000), and remain connected if nK >> ln nc >> 1 (Watts & Strogatz 1998). Based on this
requirement, the number of customers nc is set at 10, 000.

3.3

Owadally et al. (2019) use 20 insurer agents, noting that the top twenty insurers hold a significant majority of
the market share in the UK motor insurance market and is a reasonable number for producing computationally
tractable yet realistic simulation dynamics. Similarly, the number of insurers nI is set to 20.

3.4 As nC does not represent the actual number of individual customers, we choose to rescale the inflation adjusted
market data from Europa so that the average loss per representative customer agent is 100. An AR(2) curve is
fitted to the rescaled market premium to find the values of θ0 , θ1 , and θ2 . The parameter σM is set as an unbiased
estimate of the standard deviation of the residuals. Finally, the P−1 and P−2 are set as the last two available
rescaled market premium values.
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Insurer parameters
3.5

The maximum effective spending level is based on the largest level of spend on advertising per premium in
a set of statistical data of US insurance companies (Statista 2020a). This gives a maximum service spend of
approximately 5% of the expected premium level per premium.

3.6

As herding behaviour is common in markets, the base model assumes homogeneous service quality where all
insurers spend the same amount per customer on customer service. Later the model is run with heterogeneous
markets where insurers are assigned differing levels of service spend. The base model uses a value of Ei = 0.8.
This indicates that most insurance interactions are generally positive, but insurers are not perfect and about 1
in 5 experiences are negative.

3.7 The FCA report into insurer pricing practices (FCA 2020) indicates that most of the increase in prices for renewing
customer take place over the first 5 years, so we will set maximum term of markup increase T = 5. Additionally,
the FCA report indicates that that the total average increase over that time is 30% of the customer premium,
giving us an annual increase of R approximately 5%.
Customer parameters
3.8 Approximately one in two people in the UK own a registered car (The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders
Limited 2020). Additionally, studies demonstrate that the median number of social links per person is approximately 231 (McCarty et al. 2001). Based on these data, the average number of links per customer nK is set at
100.
3.9

3(nK −2)
(1 − β) for
For a Watts-Strogatz network, the global clustering coefficient is approximately equal to 2(2n
K −1)
large nc . Stanford examined various online social networks and found a global clustering coefficient of approximately 0.2647 (Leskovec & Krevl 2014). Based on this value and the chosen value of the parameter nK the
probability of rewiring β is set at 0.3.

3.10

For renewal behaviour, the parameters a and b are calibrated using two reference points. The average retention
rate for the UK motor insurance market is approximately 50% (FCA 2020), so the standard renewal increase of
5% is assumed to correspond with a renewal probability of 50%. For the second reference point, note that this
report also tells us that customers consider the cost of searching for a new insurer to be worth £42, or 15% of the
average cost of an insurance policy. Based on this piece of data, the probability of renewal if the cost increases
by 15% is set at half the usual rate, or 25%.

3.11

The average claims frequency per customer µf will dictate how many times a customer will interact with an
insurer’s service quality and thus is an important parameter. This is set based on data from the Insurance Information Institute (Insurance Information Institute 2019). The average severity µs is then calculated such that
the total average loss per customer is 100 to match the market rescaling. Finally, to find a coefficient of variation, a distribution is fitted to the Allstate claims information available on Kaggle (2016); this determines the
parameter σS . These pieces of information are then used to parameterise a Gamma severity distribution.

3

Behavioural parameters
3.12

The remaining parameters are behavioural and thus are difficult to parameterise based on data:
• kQ , the sensitivity of a customer to an insurer’s customer service quality
• kD , the sensitivity of a customer to an insurer’s brand
• kW , the relative influence of word-of-mouth versus direct experience
• ϕ, the rate at which old information is forgotten
• pW , the probability of a customer passing on word-of-mouth about a particular insurer to a friend

3.13

These factors are given reasonable estimates for a base model based on judgement. As these are judgement
based, the model is also run for different values of the sensitivity parameters to test the effect of different assumptions on the results.

3.14

Customer survey data suggests that, though service quality has a significant influence on customer decisions,
price remains the largest factor (Ansari & Riasi 2016; Ghodrati & Taghizad 2014; Tsoukatos & Rand 2006). The
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sensitivity coefficients are therefore set according to a reasonable increase in insurance prices. This is calculated
as a year’s renewal markup on a premium increase of two standard deviations. This places limits on these values
as:
0 < kD < kQ < 32.65
This is explored further in the validation section below.
3.15

kW is set to 20%. This means that a piece of information skt obtained from direct experience is given a weighting
of 80% relative to the weighting 20% of an indirect piece of word-of-mouth information wkt . Thus, it would
take contrary information from at least four friends to counterbalance an opinion based on one piece of direct
experience.

3.16 ϕ is a memory factor. The higher the value of ϕ, the greater the weight a customer places on older pieces of
information. If ϕ = 0 then all estimates are based on the latest information only, and if ϕ = 1 the customer
places equal weight on all pieced of information regardless of when they occurred. For the ’base’ model, a value
of ϕ = 60% is used. This means a given piece of information which is now five years old is given a weighting
just less than 10% of that given to recent information.
3.17 pW is set equal to 5%. As the average number of links nK is set to 100, this indicates than on average, customers
will seek an opinion from 5 friends a year on a particular insurer.

Validation
3.18

In the real world, firm size often follows an uneven distribution, with a few insurers taking a significant proportion of the available market share (Gabaix 2009). This pattern can also be seen in the real world market
share of the top 10 UK motor insurers (Statista 2020b). This data can therefore be used to validate the model by
comparison with the modelled distribution of insurer share.

3.19 Preliminary regression tests indicate that the key parameter values which determine the shape of this distribution are the relative ratios of the customer cost sensitivity parameters kD and kQ . Variations of the base model
kQ
= 2.2 was found to minimise the squared distance of the
were run while this ratio was varied, and a ratio of kD
average simulated market shares and the empirical market data to within two significant figures.
3.20

To validate this output, we perform a Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test 1 with the initial hypothesis
H0 : the real-world top 10 market shares are drawn from the same
distribution as the top 10 market shares in the model

(17)
(18)

3.21 To apply this test, we compare the sample of ten real-world values with the distribution of market shares for
the top 10 insurers across 300 simulations. The results are ignored for the first 20 timesteps as the model is still
settling into equilibrium, and otherwise included for a further 80 timesteps, giving a total of 120,000 datapoints.
3.22

This gives us a test statistic of 0.231, at a p-value of 0.584. This is not enough to reject the initial hypothesis at
even a strict 80% level. We thus accept that this model produces market share outputs which follow a similar
distribution to those produced in the real-world.

3.23

From this validation exercise, kQ is equal to 2.2kD . From our earlier reasoning, this puts an upper bound on kD
of 15. For the base model, kD = 10 and kQ = 22.

3.24 Looking at the customer’s estimation of service quality (Equation 14), we might naively conclude that this is an
unbiased estimate of the expected outcome of an interaction with an insurer in the event of a claim. As all wordof-mouth information is equal to a friend’s own opinion Qijt−1 , the value of Qijt is calculated as a weighted
average of experiences (unless the customer has no information at all as yet).
3.25

However, the existence of the word-of-mouth network can lead to systemic bias. To see this, consider a simple
example where there are two customers and two insurers. The value of kw is 20%, ϕ = 60%, and both customers
always pass information between them. To start with, the two customers have a neutral opinion; customer
1 selects insurer 1, and customer 2 selects insurer 2. Both customers have an 80% chance of good customer
service, and 20% chance of bad customer service.

3.26 In the first time step, customer 1 makes a claim, and by chance experiences bad service. Customer 2 also makes
a claim, but has a good experience. As a result, customer 1 decides not to renew. Their opinion of insurer 1 is now
at −1 based on their only information, so they select insurer 2 over insurer 1. The two friends then exchange
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word-of-mouth information. They now both hold an opinion of −1 on insurer 1, and +1 on insurer 2. After they
have both been with insurer 2 for a further three years, customer 1 has a bad experience with insurer 2.
3.27 However, customer 1 and 2 have been exchanging word-of-mouth information every year, reinforcing their established opinion by repeating it between themselves. This new information means that customer 1’s opinion
of insurer 2 is now:
0.8(−1) + 0.2(+1 + 0.61 + 0.62 1)
= −0.34
(19)
Q214 =
0.8 + 0.2(1 + 0.6 + 0.62 )
3.28 From this we can see that this is only a third as negative as their opinion of insurer 1. In this case, the gain in premium from becoming a new customer is not enough to offset the perceived decrease in quality, and customer
1 decides not to switch.
3.29

If both customers remain with insurer 2, then over time, they will amass enough information to get an accurate
opinion. Although the initial opinion will be passed around as with insurer 1, the long term equilibrium state
tends toward the true value as we would expect. This will solidify the perceived gap between insurer 2 and
insurer 1, and it would be very rare and fleeting for either customer to ever again purchase from insurer 1.

3.30 The persistence of negative opinions through the word-of-mouth network and the rarity of obtaining corrective
information causes a similar effect on a large scale in the model, causing a systemic bias in the estimated service
quality. We thus see that the expected value of Qijt is in fact a little lower than the true value, unless the true
value is either 0 or 1, in which case there is no variance in outcomes and all opinions are correct. The size of the
bias will depend on the shape of the network and how efficiently information is spread through it.
3.31

Without this effect, we would expect that in a market where insurers are spending the same amount on customer service, they would take an equal share of the customers. However, this systemic effect can cause some
opinions based on a small number of experiences to persist in the market, causing some insurers to be unfairly
favoured over others. As a result, the market share follows a distribution, with some insurers taking a greater
or lesser market share.

Scenarios
Base model
3.32

The model is implemented in C#. The inbuilt Random class was used to generate random numbers and is based
on a modified version of Knuth’s subtractive random number generator algorithm (Knuth 1997). All models
are run for 100 time steps, and 300 simulations. The starting seed is specified by an input file, and is used
consistently across different sensitivity tests and scenarios, making these results directly comparable.

3.33

The parameters used in the base model are taken from the parameterisation and validation process described
above and listed in Table 1.
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Parameter

Description

Value

nI
nC
k
β
P −1
P −2
θ0
θ1
θ2
σM
E
Ei
R
T
a
b
kQ
kD
ϕ
kW
µf
µs
σs
pW

No. of insurers
No. of customers
No. of links per customer
Rewiring probability in social network
Market premium in year -1
Market premium in year -2
Coefficient in AR(2) process for market premium
Coefficient in AR(2) process for market premium
Coefficient in AR(2) process for market premium
Stochastic variability for market premium
Max insurer spending on customer service per customer
Level of annual insurer spend on customer service per customer
Renewal markup
Max renewal term
Renewal probability scaling
Renewal probability shift
Customer service sensitivity
Customer preference sensitivity
Memory factor
Word-of-mouth influence factor
Average loss frequency per customer
Average loss severity
Standard deviation of loss severity
Probability of word-of-mouth transmission

20
10, 000
100
30%
91.85
89.28
76.03
0.6675
−0.3580
14.19
5.83
4.664
5%
5
10.986
−0.5493
22
10
60%
20%
13%
755.8
730.1
5%

Table 1: Table of parameter values for base model
Sensitivity tests
3.34

Additionally, several sensitivity tests are run to explore the effect of changing some of the key behavioural parameters. The range of these tests are described in Table 2.
Parameter

Values

Ei /E
kQ
kD
kW
ϕ
pW

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.9
14, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26, 28, 30
6, 8, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22
0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.1

Table 2: Table of varied parameter values for sensitivity model
Heterogeneity of insurer spending
3.35 This model does not allow for insurer strategies around service quality spend. However, possible variations
can be examined by running models with heterogeneous service quality. This is done by randomly assigning
each insurer a constant value of Ei in increments of 0.05E. In order to get a large enough range of scenarios
generated in this way, this model is run for 1, 000 simulations.
3.36 Additionally, the heterogeneous model is run for varying values of kQ as in the sensitivity tests.
Regulation change scenario
3.37 The FCA report (FCA 2020) also proposed an enforced change to insurer pricing whereby a customer who renews
their policy must not be charged more than if they were a new customer. This scenario is also run in the model,
and the results compared with those of the base model.
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3.38 Without the expected discount for new customers, the insurers will increase their premium overall. To account
for this, we model the customers’ renewal states as a Markov chain with a 50% chance of returning to 0 years
from each state (see Figure 8). Multiplying
these out by the appropriate renewal premium markup give us an
Pi=5
1
expected overall premium of: P t i=0 2min(i+1,5)
1.05min(i,5) . This gives an increase factor of 5.05%.

Figure 8: Diagram of the Markov chain states and transition probabilities between customer renewal states

Results
Base model
4.1 As described earlier, the market opinion of an insurer based on experiences in the first few years persists as it
gets passed around friendship groups and reinforced each time a customer hears the same information from a
friend. This phenomenon, alongside the comparative rarity of new experiences, makes it difficult for an insurer
who had an unfortunate early record to attract enough new customers to override the low opinion.
4.2

Regression analyses are carried out on the simulated model outputs to elicit an understanding of the variables
that drive its behaviour. Table 3 shows the results of a regression on the average outputs across each simulation
versus the average quality of experiences in the first time step for each insurer. This table shows that as expected
from the systemic bias described above, the initial performance is a significant factor with a high goodness of
fit on an insurer’s subsequent reputation, market share, and renewal rate.
Output yit

Intercept α0

Slope α1

p-value

R2

Insurer reputation Qijt
Insurer market share ms,it /nc
Insurer renewal rate Rit

0.146
−18.4%
−25.5%

73.3%
39.1%
108.4%

0
0.000
0.000

0.802
0.611
0.385

Table 3: Table of regression results for individual insurer outputs regressed on the quality of the customers’
experiences with the insurer in the first timestep according to the equation: yit = α0 + α1 zi1 + it
4.3

As we would expect, though the average retention rate is close to 50%, it varies throughout the simulation along
with the change in market premium. When the premium is increasing, retention rates go down as customers see
the increase and seek out new quotes. When it is decreasing, retention rates increase as even with a markup, the
renewal premium is not a significant increase. This relationship can be seen in the results of a regression carried
out on each individual timestep for each simulation of the base model. These results are shown in Table 4. As
a result, insurers who maintain good service quality while premiums are rising may suffer a decline in renewal
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rates if they also pass that expense along to their customers, yet are unlikely to benefit if their reputation has
already been well established.
Intercept α0

Slope α1

p-Value

R2

144.7%

−0.876%

0.000

0.239

Table 4: Table of regression results for market retention rate dependency on market premium using the equation: Rt = α0 + α1 P t + it

Sensitivity tests
Service spend
4.4 As we would expect, the main impact of increasing the insurer’s chosen customer service spend relative to the
maximum spend is to increase the customer’s opinion of the insurers. This is because the higher the spend, the
higher the insurers’ service quality. Table 5 shows the p-values and goodness of fit of this regression relationship
for both the customer satisfaction — which is the customers’ opinion of their own insurer — and also for the
average customer’s opinion of all insurers. From this table, we see evidence of the bias that causes the unequal
market concentrations: the customer satisfaction regression line lies just above the true value, and the average
opinion of all insurers lay below it. This can be seen in Figure 9.
4.5 Additionally, the retention rates show a greater variation as Ei is increased. This is because the main driver
of retention rates is the change in premium, which increases along with service spend. As a result, insurers
who maintain good service quality while premiums are rising may suffer a decline in renewal rates if they also
pass that expense along to their customers, yet are unlikely to benefit if their reputation has already been well
established.
Output yk

Intercept α0

Slope α1

p-value

R2

Average of Qit (Customer satisfaction)
Average of Qijt (Customer opinions of all insurers)
Standard deviation of Rt (market renewal rate)

-0.943
-0.1.016
27.3%

2.004
2.001
5.11%

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.997
0.975
0.383

Table 5: Table of results for the outputs across all timesteps within a single simulation regressed on the insurer
service spend Ei /E according to the equation: yk = α0 + α1 Ei /E + it

Figure 9: Comparison of fitted regression lines of customer estimate of service quality versus actual service
quality. The customers’ opinion of their own insurer is higher than their true quality, and the average opinion is
slightly lower, reflecting the small bias caused by the lack of new information about insurers which customers
perceive to be lower quality.
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Preference and service sensitivities
4.6 As discussed in the validation section, the main impact of these parameters is on the concentration of the market shares between the insurers. When kD is high and kQ is low, customers are more heavily influenced by
their location on the brand preference space. Since the agents were evenly spread out among this space, this
creates a market concentration close to even (i.e. 5% for each of the 20 insurers). The higher the value of the
service sensitivity kQ relative to the preference sensitivity kD , the more the customers’ choice of insurer is influenced by their opinion of an insurer’s customer service quality, leading to a more unequal market concentration
(Figure 10). Table 6 demonstrates the results of a regression on the value of the market share of the top insurer
respective to the ratio of these sensitivities, and shows that this is a significant relationship which gives a strong
fit.

Figure 10: Market concentration versus ratio of customer sensitivity to service quality (kQ ) to brand preference
sensitivity (kD ). Market concentration is measured by the market share of the insurer with the largest market
share. The ratio kQ /kD is the primary driver of market share inequality.

Intercept α0

Slope α1

p-Value

R2

8.21%

3.02%

0.000

0.675

Table 6: Table of results for the average market share across all timesteps within a single simulation regressed
onPthe ratio of the customer sensitivities to service quality and brand preference according to the equation:
1
t ms,it /nc = α0 + α1 kQ /kD + it
t
Influence factor and transmission rate
4.7

If either the influence factor kW or the word-of-mouth transmission rate pW is set to zero, then there is no transmission of word-of-mouth information. In that case, the market concentration becomes more evenly spread,
giving a top market share of 5.5%. Additionally, the average customer opinion of an individual insurer is close
to zero as most customers do not have any information about a particular insurer. However, it does not require
a very high value before information reaches saturation and the consensus market opinion becomes close to
the true value. This is seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: The average of customers’ opinion of an individual insurer is close to zero when word-of-mouth is
turned off due to lack of information, but quickly becomes close to the true value of 0.6 as the word-of-mouth
influence factor kW increases
4.8

Table 7 displays the results of regression on the word-of-mouth influence factor kW and on the word-of-mouth
transmission rate pW . We see that although kW and pW are significant factors for both the top insurer’s market
share and the customer satisfaction, the goodness of fit R2 is low. Additionally, the slope is quite shallow in
comparison with the size of the parameter change. The regression model suggests that the top insurer’s market
share varies between 13% and 18% for the kW sensitivity tests, and the average customer satisfaction varies
between 65% and 67%. For the pW sensitivity tests, the top insurer’s market share varies between 14% and
18%, and the average customer satisfaction varies between 64% and 67%.
Output yt

Input xk

Intercept α0

Slope α1

p-Value

R2

Top insurer market share
Customer satisfaction
Top insurer market share
Customer satisfaction

kW
kW
pW
pW

12.6%
64.2%
13.0%
63.2%

12.7%
6.95%
47.0%
42.0%

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.279
0.168
0.182
0.228

Table 7: Table of results for regressing average
Pof outputs across all timesteps within a single simulation on the
inputs kW and pW according to equation: 1t tfor simk yt = α0 + α1 xk + it
Memory factor
4.9 Without the word-of-mouth network, we would expect that a low memory factor ϕ would lead to a more equal
market share as old experiences do not have a high influence on opinion. However, although a regression shows
that ϕ is a significant factor in the market share of the top insurer, the regression coefficient for the slope is low
(3.45%), and the intercept is not close to an equal split of 5% (see Table 8). This reflects the effect of the wordof-mouth network, which circulates the experiences and maintains a systemic memory.
Intercept α0

Slope α1

p-Value

R2

13.8%

3.45%

0.000

0.118

Table 8: Table of results for the average market share of the insurer with the highest share across all timesteps
within
P a single simulation regressed on the value of the input memory factor ϕ according to the equation:
1
t max{ms,it }/nc = α0 + α1 ϕ + it
t
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Heterogeneity of customer service
4.10 The base model was simulated 1,000 times. In each simulation, each insurer i is randomly assigned a customer
service spend Ei which is constant over time t and which is drawn equally likely from the set {0, 0.05E, 0.1E,
0.15E, · · · , E}.
4.11 Looking at the profit averaged across all scenarios, broken down by Ei , we find that the companies assigned a
value of Ei less than 75% of the maximum spend E are usually unable to compete with the insurers who spent
more money. Despite the increased cost that is passed on to the customer, under the base model parameterisation, the optimal setting is consistently set at the maximum value E. Higher quality insurers attract both a
higher renewal rate and a higher number of new sales.
4.12

Figure 12 shows that, as customer service spend increases, the average insurer profit increases, except at very
low levels of customer sensitivity to service quality kQ . In general, Figure 12 demonstrates that the highest
average profit is achieved by insurers when they spend the most on customer service.

Figure 12: Average insurer profit versus customer service spend for different levels of customer sensitivity to
service quality (kQ ). In general, the more insurers spend on customer service, the greater the average profit
that they make. At very small values of kQ such as kQ=2, the customers’ preference for better quality is no
longer high enough to overcome the price change, and the lower quality insurers attract more business.

Regulation change
4.13 We also consider the possible implications of the proposed regulation change by comparing the results of this
model with those of the base model, including the results of the sensitivity tests. This was done by performing
a series of regressions using indicator variables and testing these variables for significance; i.e.: yk = α0 +
α1 xk + α2 Ik + α3 Ik xk + k where Ik is equal to 0 for an output from the base model and 1 for an output from
a model with the regulation change. If the coefficient α2 is significant, then it indicates a change in the average
value of the output between the two models. If α3 is significant, then it indicates a change in the relationship
between the sensitivity parameter and the tested output.
4.14 Table 9 shows the significant results of this regression run excluding the sensitivity tests; i.e. the pure change
between the base model and the regulatory scenario. Note that for these regressions, there is no variable xk ,
and so α1 = α3 = 0. As we would expect, these results show a large increase in the average renewal rates
for the regulation scenario and a decrease in their variability. There is also an increase in the top market share,
suggesting a more unequal market concentration and thus a reduction in market competition. This is because
in the base model, there was a small but steady number of customers willing to switch to a lower reputation
insurer nearer their brand preference. After the regulation change, the rate of switching is much lower. As a
result, the original experiences have more time to circulate among clusters, while there is simultaneously less
new information available to the network to correct the initial bad impression.
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Output yk

Intercept α0

Impact on intercept α2

p-Value

R2

Average of top insurer’s market share
Standard deviation of top insurer’s market share
Average of market renewal rate
Standard deviation of market renewal rate

15.8%
1.25%
48%
31.4%

3.8%
0.974%
46.9%
−27.6%

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

28.1%
16.8%
99.9%
99.3%

Table 9: Table of regression results for regulatory change scenario versus base model using indicator variables
for the equation: yk = α0 + α2 Ik + k
4.15 Table 10 shows the regression results for the sensitivity tests run on both the base model and the regulation
scenario. Without the noise in renewal rates caused by changing market premium, a relationship can now be
detected between renewal rates and the word-of-mouth influence parameters kW , M , and pW . These parameters also have a higher impact on market concentration. The higher these values, the more information the
customers are using to evaluate insurers, and the higher the renewal rates and unequal market concentration.

Output
yk
Top
share
Renewal
rate
Top
share
Renewal
rate
Renewal
rate

Input
xk

Intercept
α0

Slope
α1

p-Value
for
α1

Impact
on
intercept
α2

p-Value
for
α2

Impact
on
slope
α3

p-Value
for
α3

R2

kW

12.6%

12.7%

0.000

1.95%

0.000

9.69%

0.000

47.6%

kW

48.1%

0.0287%

0.806

45.7%

0.000

5.16%

0.000

99.9%

ϕ

13.8%

3.45%

0.000

2.77%

0.000

2.22%

0.000

35.5%

ϕ

48%

0.0596%

0.314

43.7%

0.000

5.34%

0.000

99.9%

pW

48%

0.517%

0.386

45.3%

0.000

25.9%

0.000

99.9%

Table 10: Table of regression results on average output values for sensitivity tests run on regulatory change
scenario versus base model according to the equation: yk = α0 + α1 xk + α2 Ik + α3 Ik Xk + k
4.16 We also run a heterogeneous version of the regulatory change model. As with the base model, the optimal
position is the maximum spend on customer service quality. By plotting the profit as a proportion of the market
average, it can be seen that the relative advantage for the regulation scenario is larger than for the base model
(see Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Average individual insurer profit as a proportion of average market profit versus customer service
spend for the base model and the regulation change scenario. In general, the more insurers spend on customer
service, the higher their profit relative to their rivals. Under the regulation change, this difference becomes even
more pronounced, suggesting that this move could increase incentives for good customer service.
4.17

This is because without the additional premium increase from the renewal markup, customers are far less likely
to be motivated to switch due to a change in price. Customer choices become instead much more influenced by
their estimates of customer service quality. This implies that the regulatory change could also be an incentive
to increase customer service quality.

Conclusions
5.1 An ABM was constructed to explore the patterns that might arise in an insurance market due to customers passing on their opinion of their insurer to their social network. The model is not intended to be a complete model
of all of the features of an insurance market, nor should it be taken as a predictive model. Instead, it has been
designed to focus on the particular features of customer renewal decisions when a word-of-mouth network is
present, and to be informative of patterns and emergent dynamics.
5.2

Empirical data was used to parameterise the model, though this was not always possible for behavioural parameters. In these cases, reasonable values were proposed, and sensitivity tests carried out for these parameters.
A validation check was carried out by comparing the model output of market concentrations against real world
data.

5.3

The ABM notably replicates a key feature of the real-world market: it produces an uneven concentration of
market share by insurer. This is because early variations in customer service experiences persist in the market
opinion as information is repeatedly repeated and passed around within social groups. Because interaction
is rare, it takes some time for an individual to correct a biased perception once they select a new insurer. As
a result, some insurers gain a better or worse reputation than others even when they have the same service
quality. This phenomenon also causes the average customer’s opinion of their own insurer to be higher than
their true service quality. This suggests that new insurers particularly benefit from having a high service quality
as they establish their reputation.

5.4

As we would expect, the biggest driver in customers’ decision whether to renew is the change in market premium. This is exacerbated when the insurers are charging a larger margin for service quality. As a result, insurers
who maintain good service quality while premiums are rising may suffer a decline in renewal rates if they also
pass that expense along to their customers, yet are unlikely to benefit if their reputation has already been well
established.

5.5

If the insurers are allowed to have different service qualities, their relative success depends on the customers’
sensitivity to service quality. In the base model, insurers with higher service quality do better as they both
attract and retain more customers. If the customers are less sensitive to customer service relative to the cost,
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then the extra premium mitigates this effect, until eventually a higher customer quality is a detriment. However,
only a small sensitivity value is required for higher customer service quality to become beneficial.
5.6

The UK regulatory authority (FCA 2020) has recently proposed a change in regulations that would prevent UK
motor insurers from charging renewing customers a different amount than they would if they were new customers. This change would be expected to cause a large increase in renewal rates as customers’ prices change
less each year and they can expect less benefit from searching for quotes. Additionally, the relative advantage
to insurers attempting to entice new customers with better quality customer service has increased. This implies that the proposed regulation change could also increase the incentive for better customer service quality
to compete against rival insurers. However, when the retention rate is very high, customer choices are less influenced by the market cycle. There is much less movement away from insurers with a good reputation and fewer
customers deciding to purchase from the lower valued insurers. As a result, the market concentration becomes
more skewed. This indicates that the proposed regulatory change might decrease market competition.

5.7 Based on these findings, we can conclude that the potential impact of the word-of-mouth network on customer
decision-making and the resulting systemic biases is a significant one. These findings should be considered by
both insurers considering strategies for attracting and retaining customers, and by regulators who are assessing
possible impacts of a change in the regulation of insurance pricing practices.
5.8 In future work, we intend to expand the model to allow the insurers to employ a competitive premium-setting
strategy and vary their service quality or premium dynamically. The model also contains some implicit behavioural assumptions: for example, good and bad experiences are given the same weight, whereas many
studies indicate that people are more sensitive to negative than positive experiences. Additionally, the wordof-mouth information in this model does not include a measure of uncertainty around the customers’ opinions.
This could potentially change the network dynamics which lead to such a high persistence of opinions within
social groups. Some experiments could also be carried out with different types of network and network sizes, to
investigate if the current number of customer agents is sufficient to replicate the rate of information saturation
and investigate how the word-of-mouth effects vary at different market scales.

Model Documentation
The model has been built in C#. The simulation code is available at this link: https://www.comses.net/cod
ebase-release/f94fdd87-7d70-480b-a9ac-6389239bd21c/.

Notes
1

While we would prefer to run a test with a larger set of data, we do not have access to the data for other
insurers (Statista 2020b). However, we note that the top ten insurers cover a total market share of 85.8%, which
is a significant majority of the total market.
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